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INTRODUCTION :
As of now, the trending and well-known disease is covid-19. This disease
took many lives all over the world and people are trying to control this covid-19. People trying
to discover new ways of methods to improve immunity to stop this disease from spreading
and of in South Korea they are well aware and handled the disease MERS (Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome) Which has caused on 2015, so they might have an idea regarding
covid-19, as they have already faced the scariest disease such as MERS, so this enables them
to withstand this period. When all countries are locked down to prevent the spreading of this
disease while South Korea was taking care of this disease without a quarantine until late 2020.
The country uses new ways and methods to decrease the Spread of the disease. South Korea
focus on Improving the immunization of the people by vaccination. Some diseases are

prevented from certain vaccines but as of covid-19 the process of finding vaccines is going
on.
ABOUT THE COUNTRY: l
South Korea is located in East Asia. It is a well developed and developing country. A famous
country with lot of entertaining Young’s and cultural stuffs which has been making this country
a well famous country on this era. South Korea is one of the country closest to china so the
covid-19 affected this country well compared to other countries. South Korea is facing more
covid-19 patients mainly in the capital city Seoul and Daegu. South Korea also faces lot of
death records due to this the population is decreasing. And economics are affecting too.
CURRENT SITUATION: (Policy & Proposed solutions)
Recently South Korea adopted a new way such as massive testing, intensive
contact tracing and promotion of social distancing. And also, government used the cell
phone location data, CCTV cameras and also tracking ATM, debit and credit cards so that
they can identify the covid-19 cases and to check whether the people crossed the people
who have covid-19. This shows the country used the technology well to halt the spread of the
disease but this practice led to know the patients personal details public so later they stopped
to post the personal details public . But not only such ways, the country starts covid-19
vaccination campaigns in Seoul (the capital city). Korea Disease Control and Prevention
Agency (KDCA) have made the people to get their first dose to boost the immune, not only
the first dose they have injected the second dose too. And now they have the “Moderna” the
fourth covid vaccine.
The government of South Korea demanded that the Shincheonji Church turn over its
full membership list, through which the Ministry of Health identified thousands of worshippers
has been infected through the virus.
South Korea maintain about 600 screening and screening centers and about 150
diagnostic laboratories. As of the place Daegu is most infected area in South Korea so they
recruited about 2,400 health workers.
As of known the people of South Korea usually wears mask because they are aware about
the previous disease MERS. South Korean government act effectively with the strategy “TRUST”
which is “Transparency, Robust screening and quarantine, Unique, Strict control and
Treatment “.
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Ways to improve the immunity and halt the spread of disease:
According to me, nothing can be done suddenly! It needs their own time.
Concentrating on by each and each state alternately and making sure that all the people
took their vaccines.
The natural and traditional medicine should be taken regularly. Doing yoga and exercises
may improve our immunity. Isolate each and every person who are near the virus attracted
people. There must be separated city where only isolated people stay.
Vaccines should be injected to people in a particular place, and the people must visit
there to inject vaccines according to the time allot to them. Rather than going to hospital
using technology to call the doctor is better. Also, not only doctor but also shopping the
medicine in the online worth rather than going out.
CONCLUSION:
South Korea government follows the effective methods and working hard on this period,
other countries too following their effective methods. So therefore, South Korea become a role
model in this period for other countries. Although the outbreak is still but the country keep up
their work. Also because of the methods they follow they are withstanding this period without
disturbing the economic. South Korea rapidly increase the technical solutions for this disease.
That’s why South Korea is meeting huge success globally.
Not only South Korea other countries may also succeed if they follow their steps and
also by self-awareness. We can only save ourselves and others only by awareness.
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